
So, we all know Disneyland as the one “Magical Place on Earth.”  There is only one Disneyland and no 

other place is like it.   

There is a similar place within the electrical system in any structure.  It is where the neutral and ground 

wires are bonded together.  Like Disneyland, there is only one place in each structure that is “Magical.” 

While a structure is usually a house, it can also be something as simple as a pole in the driveway with a 

service drop, a meter base and a main shutoff breaker.  Disneyland ALWAYS has a shutoff breaker.  A 

sub panel in the same structure MAY or MAY NOT have a breaker.     

You should always see 3 wires coming into the magical place from the power company (remember one 

“wire” could be a metal conduit on some older installations) and any wires supplying sub panels IN THE 

SAME STRUCTURE must be 4 wires with grounds and neutrals being isolated in those remote panels 

being fed.  Once you leave the “Disneyland” of a given structure and move to a SEPARATE structure you 

start all over again.  You can have a 3 wire feed from a house to this detached outbuilding.  At this point 

the main house essentially becomes the power company for the outbuilding and there is another 

“Disneyland” in the detached structure.    

EVERY panel MUST have one of the following two scenarios: 

• 3 wires coming in (from the power company or from a detached structure acting as the power 

company), grounds and neutrals bonded, ground wire(s) leaving the panel to ground rods, 

metallic piping and/or rebar coming out of the foundation OR 

• 4 wires coming in (from main panel or meter base with a shutoff), ground and neutrals 

completely isolated from one another.  

Now, the fun part of learning all the tricks of bonding within the panel begins.  Sometimes it’s easy to 

see - the neutral and ground wires are all mixed on the bus bars.  Other times it becomes more difficult 

where they are isolated on separate bus bars but there is a screw (often green) driven through the 

neutral bus and into the panel case.  The metal ground bus is attached directly to the metal panel case 

and the green screw goes through the neutral bus and attaches to the panel case.  So, the bonding (or 

connection of the neutrals and grounds) is accomplished by the green ground screw going through the 

neutral bus into the panel case.  And the ground bus is attached to the panel case so everything is 

connected.  It all comes down to the one green screw being driven through the neutral bus and into the 

panel. 

Remember, there is only ONE magical place or “Disneyland” in any STRUCTURE.  There MUST be one but 

there CANNOT be more than one.  A “structure” can be as elaborate as a 5000 SF house or as basic as a 

pole in a driveway with a meter base and main breaker.  It mainly comes down to lightening hitting a 

given “structure” and having a way to find the earth.   

 

  



Here’s an example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Green Screw through neutral bus into the 

panel case = main panel = Disneyland 

No green screw = no bonding = sub panel – 

you’ll often see the green screw lying in the 

panel case when setup as a sub panel 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This doesn’t look very glamorous but it is 

a structure or a “Disneyland.” 

Note the ground wire into the earth from 

the “Structure.”  

Here’s the panel being fed from the above 

“Structure.” (it’s in a shop 50 feet away) – 

Note the two ground/neutral buses bonded 

together with a flat metal strap and the 

ground wire heading out to rods, piping 

and/or rebar.  This is a main panel or 

“Disneyland.”  A 4 wire feed could be run 

from this panel to a sub panel as long as it is 

in the same structure.   


